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In this paper it is shown that divisibility of a complete lattice ordered
(abelian) group is closely related to the existence of a sufficient number of small
elements in the positive cone.

We shall denote the set of all real numbers by R which symbol will be reserved
for this purpose. All terms used are as denned in Birkhoff (1). For the reader's
convenience we now define the two terms most used in the sequel.

Definition 1. Let (G, ^ ) be a lattice ordered group. An element ceG is
a weak unit if both c>0 and CA \ x | = 0 implies x = 0.

Definition 2. A partially ordered group (G, ^ ) is called integrally closed
ifna f£ b for n = 1, 2, ... implies a ^ 0.

It is known (Fuchs (2), p. 90) that every complete lattice ordered group is
integrally closed.

Lemma 1. Let (G, ^ ) be a lattice ordered group. Assume that there exists
a collection S of weak units which has infimum zero.

Then ify>0 there exists z>0 such that 0<2z ^ y.

Proof. Let 0<2z ^ y. Since (G, ^ ) is isolated it follows that z>0 and so

0<z<2z <*y.

Thus if 0<2z g y holds for no z then

XeG: 0<X ^y=>2X $, y.
It follows that

{y-X)Ak = 0 (1)
for all such A; for if

0<H = (y-X)Ak
then

0<2/i <; y.

If A = yA(j> with <f> e S then 0<A ^ y, for k = 0 would imply y = 0.
So we can take X = y A <j> in (1). This gives for all 4> e S, (y—y A 4>) A y A (j> = 0,
and since <f> is a weak unit,

(y-yA<t>)Ay = 0.

The left-hand side is (y—<f))+ Ay; since (y—</>)+ ̂  y we get (y—<f>)+ = 0, so

0<y g 0
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for all <t> e S, whence
0<yg /\ 0 = 0,

a contradiction.

Lemma 2. Let (G, _) be a complete lattice ordered abelian group. Suppose
{xt: xt e G, ie 1} is bounded above by an element u. Then for any positive
integer n,

n\J X; = \ / nxt.
ie 1 ie I

Proof. In the complete lattice ordered group, xt g u and nxt = nu for
all i G /, so that \ / xt and \J nx{ exist.

ieI ie I

Now by the remark on p. 614 of Bernau (3),

« V Xi = V MXi-

Proposition 1. Let {G, ^) be a complete lattice ordered group which has a
collection S of weak units whose infimum is zero. Then (G, ^ ) is divisible by
integers.

Proof. Let n be a fixed positive integer and let x be any point in C* (the
strictly positive set of (G, ^)) . We show that there exists teC* such that
nt = x.

Form the set T = {w e C*: nw <; x}.
If fc is a positive integer such that 2k ^ « we see by A: applications of Lemma 1

that T is non-empty. Now let M be a maximal ^-chain of elements in T.
Define / = sup M.

We now show that x = nt. First we observe that nt ^ x (Lemma 2).
Suppose «£ # x. Then A: (2* ^ n) applications of Lemma 1 show that there
exists v e C* such that

0<v<nv <; 2ly ^ X-H7.

It is easy to see that n(t+v) ^ x and that (t+v)>0. Thus ( + c e r . Now
< + u>sup Mand so Mu{t+v] is a chain in Twhich contradicts our assumption
that M is a maximal chain. Thus nt = x.

It is clear that t is unique since the group G can contain no elements of

finite order. We will denote t by -.
n

Now let g e G be an arbitrary point. Since (G, ^ ) is directed, g = xl — x2

where xu x2 e C*. Then we may (uniquely) define

Proposition 2. Let (G, •£) be a complete lattice ordered group which is
divisible by integers. Then (G, ^ ) is a real vector lattice.
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Proof. Let X be any real number. Suppose (A,) is a sequence of rationals
which is convergent to X e R in the usual topology. Now let x be an arbitrary
element of G. We can show that the sequence (A,*) is order convergent
(Birkhoff (1), p. 244) to a unique element of G. We shall denote this limit Xx.

Using the fact that (G, g ) is integrally closed it is easy but tedious to show
that G is a unitary module over R and that

XeR: X>0,xeG: x>0 imply

Xx>0.
Thus (G, ^ ) is a real vector lattice.

Theorem. Let (G, ^ ) be a complete lattice ordered group with weak unit.
Then (G, :g) is a real vector lattice if and only if G contains a set of weak
units whose infimum is zero.

Proof. Propositions 1 and 2 establish the " if " result. For the proof of
the " only if" part let u be the weak unit of {G, g ) , and form the set

S={": n = 1,2,3,...!.

The elements of S are all weak units. Write x = inf S. Clearly x ^ 0. Since
nx S u f ° r every n, and (G, ^ ) is integrally closed, x ^ 0. Thus inf S = 0.
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